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Outline
Why I am thinking about this？

Great potential motivation for CEPC

Some background knowledge

The use of the analyticity. The dispersion relation. 

Use Nima’s EFT-hedron methods.

Outlook.

The idea is that perhaps the IR precision measurements (Low energy 
lepton collider) can tell us more on UV physics (High energy hadron 

collider) from the 1st principle.



Some background knowledge: 
the use of amplitude in QCD 

and EW theory



The Adler-Weinberg Sum Rule

Nonlinear sigma model, DBI, Galiean, etc. 

A very recent progress in QFT is that some 
types of theories completely reconstructed 

from purely the IR theory.

A key ingrediate is the use of recursion relation

In QCD, we have the Adler-Weinberg sum rule!



The Generalized-AW Sum Rule

Application to the EW theory has been 
done based on the pi pi to pi pi scattering:

EW basis:

Generalized Adler-Weinberg sum rule: 



Prediction of EW UV 
physics from 1st principle

T. Ma, Ming-lei. Xiao, J. Shu., in progress



Constraining SM Amplitudes 
Looking at the general WW or WH scattering amplitudes

Consider BSM with 
D=6 operators



Matching amplitudes 

Matching 
amplitudes in 
the residue of 
the IR and UV



Similar relations 

LL scattering

LT scattering

TT scattering



Model Examples……..

However, the problems are sometimes we do not know 
what happens at the big circle………….

Going to case by case is complicated…….



Methods from the EFT-
hedron



What is the EFT-hedron?

For 2 to 2 elastic scattering, the TWO coupling 
in between is the same

Calculate the amplitude with coupling square

Matching to the EFT for the s-linear term. (Higgs 
low energy theorem/limit)

Wilson coefficient to the cross section/
parameters.



Goldstone scatterings
Let’s start with the pi pi to pi pi scattering

The form of direct four point interaction 
is fixed from the gauge symmetry.

pi pi to \rho (Not just spin-one, general spin, color, etc)



Goldstone scatterings

The 2 to 2 pi pi scattering can be constructed 
from the pi pi to \rho (singlet scalar) amplitude

At the low energy, this amplitude is described 
 the polynomial of s and t, etc., which can be 
mapped to the higher dimensional operators



Singlet channel
Low energy limit:

(1,1): amplitude of SU(2)_L times SU(2)_R:

Similarly as before, we can exact out the s linear 
term around the IR s=0



Singlet channel

The imaginary of s-channel amplitude for fixed 
t must be positive if the UV theory is unitary:

The low energy EFT contribution is from the O_H operator:

In the forward limit 
t=0, we have 



Vector channel

Now we consider the massive vector exchange: 



Vector channel
The linear s term 

Matching to the EFT O_H operator in 
the forward limit, we have:



(3,3) scalar channel

Consider the (3,3) scalar exchange: 



(3,3) scalar channel

The linear s term 

Matching to the EFT O_H operator in 
the forward limit, we have:



Goldstone W/Z scatterings
Let’s start with the pi W to pi W scattering

W stands for the general gauge bosons (different helicity)

Can not take the t=0 forward limit, must do the Wagner 
d-matrix expansion of the amplitude 



Goldstone W/Z scatterings
Elastic scattering:

Other helicity:



Goldstone W/Z scatterings
Other helicity:

(0,0) channel already discussed in the Goldstone scattering

Extract out the s-linear term:



Goldstone W/Z scatterings
Quantum number:

EFT contribution at the low energy: 



Goldstone W/Z scatterings
Contribution from the amplitude

Do the 
matching, we 

have: 



W/Z scatterings
Coupling to the scalar:

Do not contribute to the dimension six 
operator, only vector exchange:

S-linear 
term:



W/Z scatterings
Coupling to the scalar:

Do not contribute to the dimension six operator O_{2W}

S-linear 
term:



W/Z scatterings

Under 
SU(2) 

quantum 
number:

Do the matching:



W/Z scatterings
Exchange the vector bosons:

s-linear term:



W/Z scatterings

EFT results:

Matching:



Goldstone top scatterings
Operators for Goldstone fermion scattering:

Amplitude linear 
to s (from vector 

fermion exchange)

Amplitude 
from EFT

LH fermion:



Goldstone top scatterings
Matching:

RH fermion:



Overall:

I need to do the current or expected 
future precision constrain on the dim 
six operators, then use it to constrain 

the UV physics:



Outlook:

First use of amplitude on the EW theory.

Get tons of theoretical relations, results. 

Use the EWPT results or other low energy limit 
to constrain the high energy physics.



Backup
slice



Higgs physics

Starting from eq.(48) it is simple to derive the couplings of the physical Higgs boson
to the gauge fields. By expanding around the vev ⇧h⌃,
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where, with a slight abuse of notation, h stands for
⌥
hâhâ on the left hand side, while

it denotes the physical Higgs boson on the right hand side. Compared to their SM
prediction, the couplings of the composite Higgs to the gauge bosons V = W,Z are
thus modified as follows:

gV V h = gSMV V h

↵
1� � , gV V hh = gSMV V hh(1� 2�) . (56)

If one compares with the e⇥ective Lagrangian for a generic scalar eq.(16), one finds
that the SO(5)/SO(4) theory predicts

a =
↵
1� � , b = 1� 2� . (57)

Using the results of section 2.1 on theWW scattering, we deduce that both theWW ⌅
WW and WW ⌅ hh scattering amplitudes grow as ⇥ (E/v)2� at large energies,
violating perturbative unitarity at a scale � ⇤ 4⇥v/

⌥
�. This is a factor

⌥
� larger

than what we found for a theory with no Higgs.
We see that the composite Higgs only partly unitarizes the scattering amplitudes,

simply postponing the loss of perturbative unitarity to larger scales. In the limit � ⌅ 0
(with v fixed) one recovers the standard Higgs model: the resonances of the strong
sector become infinitely heavy and decouple, while the Higgs boson fully unitarizes the
theory. For � ⌅ 1, on the other hand, the Higgs contribution vanishes and unitarity
in WW ⌅ WW scattering is enforced solely by the strong resonances. Furthermore,
f = v and there is no gap of scales in theory: in this limit the strong dynamics behaves
quite similarly to a minimal Technicolor theory, although a light scalar exists in the
spectrum. In the general case, for � small enough the strong resonances can be made
su⌅ciently heavy and their correction to the electroweak observables su⌅ciently small
to pass the LEP precision tests. We will illustrate this point in detail later on, in
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W boson mass

modification of hVV 
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Similarly for fermions.
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Higgs产⽣生和衰变



Higgs物理理

Top耦合为负的情况不不再存在
Higgs 拟合 ⇠ < 0.1


